WHY CSI SHOULD BE YOUR DATA & TRADING-SOFTWARE SUPPLIER
w/ Two Click Execution
Aside from CSI's stellar record of committing data errors at a small fraction of all
competitors in a comprehensive test conducted by K-Data on behalf of Futures Magazine,
CSI was named the most accurate of all world data vendors. Daily data downloads on all
markets take less than one-minute for the 75,000 world stocks and funds and 1000 world
futures markets considered. Active customers quickly understand why CSI is the
exclusive Internet data source for Google, Yahoo! and Microsoft Network. In the K-Data
study, data compiled by every CSI competitor logged significantly less profitable
performance than did users of the stellar CSI data. After comparing performance among
providers, the author, K-Data, concluded that yes, “Data Make a Difference” when CSI
was shown to significantly out perform the profit performance of all competitors.
In the independent K-Data study among a dozen firms, CSI was found to log (1.8)
errors per 100 days of data, Prophet (4.4), Reuters (5.0), Bridge/CRB (7.4), and Genesis
(8.8). The least accurate firm was Dial Data with (21.3 errors) per 100 days. Omissions
were counted as errors in all counts. CSI’s outperformed all firms by 240% or more. See
CSI Futures’ report on this website.
Software vendors who send customers to CSI address an in-depth tracking of
progress on trading opportunities as markets mature through the trading day. CSI
computes ongoing long or short exit points informing when it is prudent to reverse
trading situations for active markets. This invaluable information is derived from Radar
Signal Processing technology, the mathematics of which is programmed within CSI's
forthcoming Position Manager (PM) product in the form of a Trajectory Filter. This
novel, never-before-offered, tool tracks stocks or futures as markets unfold in real time,
and will be released soon. This support tool will identify fruitful trading opportunities for
stocks and specific delivery months for all futures. The PM product will alert customers
audibly and visually in real time as a market is poised to turn. In addition this same tool
graphically reports upon USDA Trader Commitment data, and displays the anticipated
seasonal wave form for each futures markets (derived from many decades of historical
reports) to confirm today’s trade direction.

Preserve capital, allow profits to run, and avoid waiting for the on-line closing
bell to enter or exit. When conditions dictate, CSI data and CSI’s premier trading
expertise advises acting on-line immediately in real time and helps to vastly improve
profitability with CSI’s Two-Click trading:
In click one, a trader witnesses an opportunity; in click two he executes the online live trade. In two seconds, watch portfolio profits grow in a real time for considered
positions. Simple as that! Reduce your incidence of loss! Watch this website for FREE
trial use of this original and comprehensive product.

